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Indeed’s AI at Work is a series of research reports from Hiring Lab, Indeed’s economic research arm. This research is designed to provide data and new insights into the impact of AI on the labor market to help employers and job seekers better understand and prepare for the changing workforce.

Indeed Hiring Lab creates innovative data insights on the global labor market that inspire new conversations about the state of work. As the economic research arm of Indeed, the world’s number one job site, Hiring Lab is driven by a team of leading economists and data scientists who provide thought leadership on global labor market conditions, including hiring trends, salary information, popular skills, and employer benefits. Hiring Lab analyzes millions of data points across time collected from Indeed’s job postings, resumes, and job seeker behaviors to reveal emerging trends in the United States and across the world.

The unique insights generated by Hiring Lab inform talent management, employment, and labor policy decisions for businesses, researchers, academics, and job seekers alike. Hiring Lab partners with a range of policy-making organizations and NGOs including the International Monetary Fund, the European Central Bank, and the Bank of Canada to produce timely, incisive research. Hiring Lab data is also regularly cited in prominent business publications such as The Wall Street Journal, CNN, Reuters, The Globe and Mail, Der Spiegel, and The Financial Times. Hiring Lab economists regularly speak about labor market trends at leading industry, policy, and academic conferences.
Executive summary

Generative artificial intelligence (GenAI) is poised to influence virtually every job on the planet. But which jobs will be most affected and why? To get the answers, Indeed’s economic research team – Hiring Lab – analyzed Indeed’s universe of more than 55 million job postings and more than 2,600 skills to identify the exposure level (low/moderate/high) GenAI will have on jobs and the skills required to perform them. Virtually all jobs on Indeed face some potential exposure to GenAI-driven change. But the level of exposure varies, with only 1 in 5 of jobs facing the highest level of potential exposure.

While earlier advances in robotics and computing largely impacted and replaced manual labor, knowledge workers are much more likely to be impacted by this evolution in GenAI technology.

Although GenAI shows proficiency in doing some of a job’s required skills, it remains unable to perform others. As a result, many jobs will change because of GenAI, but the vast majority are unlikely to disappear altogether. While earlier advances in robotics and computing largely impacted and replaced manual labor, knowledge workers are much more likely to be impacted by this evolution in GenAI technology.

Software development jobs have the highest potential exposure to GenAI augmentation, meaning GenAI is “good” or “excellent” at 95% of the skills in software development job postings. By contrast, driving jobs have the least potential impact since GenAI is “good” or “excellent” at less than one-third of required skills in driving jobs.
KEY POINTS

→ All jobs face some potential exposure to GenAI-driven change. While only 19.8% of jobs face the highest level of potential exposure, more than a third (34.6%) face the lowest potential exposure.

→ Unlike prior advances in robotics and computing that largely impacted manual labor, roles filled by knowledge workers are potentially the most exposed to change from generative AI.

→ Driving roles face the lowest potential exposure to skills GenAI could reasonably replace or augment, while software development roles face the highest potential exposure.

→ While GenAI can learn to do some tasks reasonably well, it is unlikely to fully replace many jobs—especially those that require manual skills and/or deep personal connections.

→ As the labor market continues to adjust to the rise of remote work, the higher the odds are that a job can be done remotely, the greater its potential exposure is to GenAI.

→ Many of the jobs most in demand from employers in today’s tight labor market are among those with the least potential exposure to GenAI-driven change. A majority (20) of the 25 most common jobs posted on Indeed currently face a lower potential exposure to GenAI than the average job posting.
Every job is potentially exposed to some kind of change from generative artificial intelligence (GenAI) technology—ranging from a comparatively low potential exposure in driving jobs, to a high potential exposure for many tech jobs. But GenAI is unlikely to fully replace many jobs. Instead, as the technology continues to learn certain skills associated with certain jobs, it will augment or transform some more than others. Ultimately, GenAI is more likely to remain only decent (at best) at performing most tasks, rather than truly masterful, and is currently bad at more skills than it is good at.

But don’t just take our word for it. When asked, GenAI reached the same conclusions about itself.

Starting with a universe of more than 55 million job postings mentioning at least one work skill published on Indeed over the past year, we identified more than 2,600 individual skills within those jobs and organized them into 48 skill families. We then asked ChatGPT, a leading GenAI tool, to rate its ability—either poor, fair, good, or excellent—to perform each skill family, with all skills within a given family assigned the same rating as the family overall. Within all occupational groups analyzed, there are at least some skill families that GenAI says it can perform excellently.

But that does not mean it can perform entire jobs excellently—far from it, in fact. GenAI said it was “excellent” at only four of those 48 skill families, and “good” at another 16. It rated itself as poor or only fair at performing a majority (28) of the 48 total skill families analyzed. And even where GenAI does have a strong ability to do a given job, it is hardly a true expert: GenAI said it was good or excellent at 80% or more of all skills in less than a fifth (19.8%) of all job postings analyzed.

Those one in five jobs in which 80% or more skills can be done “good” or “excellent” by GenAI were determined to have the highest potential exposure to GenAI-driven change. Jobs in which between 50% and less than 80% of skills can be performed good or excellent were determined to have a moderate potential exposure to GenAI. Jobs in which less than half of skills could be done good or excellent were determined to have a low potential for exposure.

Within all occupations analyzed, there are at least some skill families that can be performed excellently by GenAI. But that does not mean it can perform entire jobs excellently—far from it.

This research shows that the human element required in many critical job skills—including empathy, intuition, and manual dexterity—remains irreplaceable. GenAI, while adept at processing data and executing specific tasks, lacks the innate human qualities that define various roles, especially those centered around manual work, human interactions, and decision-making based on nuanced understanding. A GenAI chef can help refine a recipe or translate a menu, but it can’t chop an onion or garnish a dessert. A GenAI nurse can help diagnose an illness, but can’t insert an IV or console a worried family. A GenAI software developer can write a line of code, but can’t place it within the broader, complex software architecture envisioned by a human developer. There are certain work skills unique to humans that simply can’t be automated.
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Every job is characterized by a mix of individual skills required to do that job, and it is these individual skills that GenAI is learning to perform. However, the exact number of skills mentioned in a given job posting varies a lot across occupations. The average job posting on Indeed over the past year mentioned four skills. Job postings for dental, personal care & home health, driving, cleaning & sanitation, and beauty & wellness roles mentioned the fewest individual skills on average (2). Job postings for tech/software roles mentioned the most on average (12). From these skills, Hiring Lab created 48 thematic skill families ranging from animal care & handling skills to visual & performing arts skills.

Technology skills in particular—ranging from the very broad, such as “computer skills,” to the very specific, such as “java”—are incredibly important when considering the future of work and the potential for disruption represented by GenAI. These skills are present to some extent across every occupation category analyzed by Indeed (though not necessarily within every posting under that category), and they are among the skills that Generative AI is most poised to transform. On average, roughly one in five (18.4%) skills mentioned in a typical Indeed job posting is a technology skill, and almost 40% of the 2,600+ individual skills identified for this analysis fell under the “technology skills” family, one of the 16 skill families at which GenAI said it was “good.”

Where GenAI is good, bad, and in-between

It is this relative abundance or scarcity of required technology skills—and other skill families which GenAI says it is good (or bad) at performing—that largely helps define the listing of occupations that are most- and least-exposed to potential GenAI-driven change. Broadly, while GenAI is relatively good at technical skills (and jobs), it is pretty bad at skills (and jobs) that require intuition, reasoning, and/or in-person, manual work.

Where there’s a skill, there’s a way

Assessing GenAI’s Proficiency in Skills
Evaluation of skills in Indeed job postings, United States, Aug ’22 - Jul ’23

Source: Indeed.
Among all occupation groups analyzed by Indeed, driving jobs had the lowest potential exposure to skills that GenAI says it can do at least reasonably well. GenAI said it was “good” or “excellent” at only 29% of all skills specified in driving job postings. Almost 60% of all skills mentioned in a typical driving occupation job posting are in the “vehicle operation” skill family—a family in which GenAI rated its own ability to perform those skills as “poor.” Business operations skills—which GenAI rates itself “good” at—represent 9% of skills in a typical driving post, and are mentioned in just 28% of driving job postings. Communication skills and language skills, among the four skill groups that GenAI says it is “excellent” at (along with math skills and finance skills), appear in only 18% and 10% of driving job postings, respectively.

At the other end of the ranking, software development occupations had the highest potential exposure to skills GenAI said it can do at least reasonably well: GenAI said it was “good” or “excellent” at more than 95% of all skills specified in software development postings. Technology skills represent 82% of skills noted in a typical software development post. Business operations skills—which GenAI rates itself “good” at—represent just 7% of skills in a typical software developer posting, but are mentioned in 71% of all software development job postings. Communication skills—which GenAI rates itself “excellent” at—are mentioned in almost half (43%) of all software development job postings. GenAI says it is only “fair” at engineering skills and leadership skills, which are found in 20% and 12%, respectively, of all software development job postings—but with each representing just 1% of skills noted in a typical posting.

### Top 5 driving occupation skills and their GenAI Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Family</th>
<th>GenAI Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Operation Skill</td>
<td>POOR</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Operation Skill</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Skill</td>
<td>EXCELLENT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skill</td>
<td>EXCELLENT</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Skill</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Top 5 software development occupation skills and their GenAI Ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Family</th>
<th>GenAI Rating</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology Skill</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Operation Skill</td>
<td>GOOD</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skill</td>
<td>EXCELLENT</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Skill</td>
<td>FAIR</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Skill</td>
<td>FAIR</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Indeed.
These two extremes may be somewhat obvious in terms of potential exposure to GenAI. For drivers, a large language model of the type that powers many generative AI tools might be able to plan a route on a map, but GenAI will never be able to turn a steering wheel (though other artificial intelligence technologies will). For software developers, however, those models are likely to be much better at writing an efficient line of code or preparing/summarizing technical documentation.

It’s the jobs that fall somewhere in the middle—including retail—that are arguably the most interesting cases to study when trying to determine the potential impact of GenAI on the future of work. GenAI said it was “good” or “excellent” at a small majority (57.6%) of all skills specified in retail job postings. Business operations skills—a family that GenAI says it is “good” at—represent 25% of the skills in a typical retail job posting, and are mentioned in 77% of retail job postings. But after business skills, the core of retail jobs are retail skills, which are found in 65% of retail job postings and represent 15% of the skills found in a typical retail posting. GenAI rates itself as only “fair” at retail skills, and it is worth examining its own full explanation for its so-so rating. Essentially, GenAI says it can help with retail strategy, but cannot perform the person-person skills necessary for retail success.

Here is what the tool had to say about its own ability to perform retail skills:

Could you please elaborate a bit more on why you’ve rated the ChatGPT performance with “Retail Skills” as “Fair”?

Certainly!

When evaluating ChatGPT’s performance related to “Retail Skills”, several factors were considered:

1. **Knowledge Base**: ChatGPT has extensive knowledge about the theory behind retail operations, customer service best practices, inventory management, merchandising, sales techniques, and more. This foundational knowledge can be helpful to someone seeking information or advice about retail practices.

2. **Lack of Physical Interaction**: A significant portion of retail involves physical tasks and direct human interactions—stocking shelves, setting up displays, handling products, and engaging face-to-face with customers. ChatGPT cannot perform these physical tasks or experience face-to-face interactions.

3. **Real-time Decision Making**: Many retail decisions, especially customer service ones, require on-the-spot judgment based on the mood, tone, or demeanor of a customer. While ChatGPT can simulate some decision-making based on textual information, it lacks the nuance of human emotion and real-time face-to-face decision-making.

4. **Lack of Real-world Retail Experience**: Even though ChatGPT is versed in the theories and principles of retail, it doesn’t have actual on-the-ground experience in a retail environment. Human workers often gain insights and skills from daily experiences, challenges, and interactions that shape their expertise in retail. ChatGPT can provide knowledge, but it lacks the experiential wisdom that comes from real-world retail work.

5. **Transnational Abilities**: While ChatGPT can’t physically process transactions or handle money, it can provide insights into POS systems, explain how they work, and give theoretical advice on transaction handling.

Given these considerations, ChatGPT’s performance in “Retail Skills” was rated as “Fair.” It can provide valuable theoretical knowledge and advice on retail topics but lacks the hands-on experience, real-time judgment, and physical capabilities necessary for comprehensive retail work.
Remote jobs are more exposed, common jobs are less exposed

Additionally, we combined the skills data from this research with Hiring Lab’s Remote & Hybrid tracker, which analyzes the share of job postings advertising remote work opportunities across occupations. We found that jobs with the least potential exposure to GenAI (including driving, cleaning & sanitation, and beauty & wellness) are also those with the lowest ability to be done remotely. The higher the odds are that a job can be done remotely, the greater its potential exposure is to GenAI-driven change. Historically, these are not the kinds of jobs that have been subject to disruption through automation, more evidence that this round of technological evolution will affect different workers in different ways than in the past.

Remote-capable jobs exhibit a higher exposure to GenAI


Source: Indeed. Remote & hybrid job-posting share reflects the last month of the one-year timeframe.
Finally, while all jobs do face some potential exposure to GenAI-driven change, the jobs most currently in demand by employers are among the least exposed. A majority (20) of the 25 most common jobs posted on Indeed—accounting for 22% of all Indeed job postings—currently face a lower potential exposure to GenAI than the average job posting. GenAI rated itself as poor or fair at 41% of skills mentioned in the average job posting. But in these 20 roles, GenAI rates itself as only poor or fair at more than 41% of skills associated with those jobs. Because the jobs most in demand right now are comparatively less exposed to GenAI-driven change, it’s unlikely that today’s tight labor market will be quickly alleviated by evolving AI technology.

Of these 25 common jobs, truck driver roles currently face the least potential exposure to GenAI (GenAI rates itself “good” or “excellent” at just 15% of truck driver skills). Of these 25 common jobs, administrative assistant roles currently face the most potential exposure to GenAI (GenAI rates itself “good” or “excellent” at roughly 90% of administrative assistant skills).
As the labor market continues to adjust to the rise of remote work, the higher the odds are that a job can be done remotely, the greater its potential exposure is to GenAI.

**Conclusion**

The findings around the fields most- and least-exposed to potential GenAI-driven change clearly illustrate the different challenges posed by GenAI relative to earlier industrial and commercial automation efforts. Many of the jobs most in demand from employers in today’s tight labor market are among those with the least potential exposure to GenAI-driven change. Unlike earlier advances in robotics and computing that largely impacted and replaced manual labor, it is knowledge workers who are more likely to be impacted by this evolution in GenAI technology. As the labor market continues to adjust to the rise of remote work, the higher the odds are that a job can be done remotely, the greater its potential exposure is to GenAI.

How people work will inevitably change as GenAI gains wider adoption, with GenAI tools augmenting or replacing certain tasks and forcing a rethink of some traditional work profiles. The most automatable tasks—debugging code, documenting work, and identifying relevant data for a diagnosis—will be replaced/supported by GenAI. But as we’ve seen, at its best GenAI is generally good but not great at certain tasks, and at its worst is simply bad. As such, it’s likely that deep, diverse, expert, and uniquely human knowledge will stay in high demand. A person’s capacity for on-the-job adaptation and lifelong learning, already critical today, will only become more important tomorrow.
Methodology

This research focused on job skills mentioned in over 55 million Indeed job postings published in the United States between August 2022 and July 2023. Remote & hybrid job posting share reflects data as of the last month of the one-year timeframe. Indeed identified more than 2,600 individual skills within those jobs and categorized them into 48 families. Then we asked ChatGPT-4.0, a leading GenAI tool, to rate its ability in these families, ranging from poor, fair, and good, to excellent, with each skill within a given skill family assigned the same rating as the family overall. GenAI’s impact was summarized into three exposure levels: low, moderate, and high, providing insights into its proficiency across various skills in the job market.

Jobs in which 80% or more skills can be done “good” or “excellent” by GenAI were determined to have the highest potential exposure to GenAI-driven change. Jobs in which between 50% and less than 80% of skills can be performed good or excellent were determined to have a moderate potential exposure to GenAI. Jobs in which less than half of skills could be done good or excellent were determined to have a low potential for exposure.

This analysis is focused on identified skills only, and does not include data on required/desired licenses, certifications, or academic degrees. We conducted robustness checks using data from rejected candidates on the Indeed platform to evaluate the skills mentioned in job postings. Even when focusing on essential skills that employers require, the results did not reveal significant differences.

Many iterations of the conversation prompt with ChatGPT were used to properly calibrate expectations and realistic skill assessments. Researchers conducted approximately 20 “interviews” with ChatGPT to create the final prompt. For a more detailed explanation of our approach, data used and findings, please see our full methodology post here.
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